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About This Game

Enter the Trap House

Your friends dared you to enter the spooky house at the end of the street, but there was no shot you were going 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hive Mind Studios
Publisher:
Hive Mind Studios
Release Date: 14 Jun, 2016
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Do you like to be forced to make a random account in order to play a steam game? You cannot play if you do not. And how
about making accounts for all the 8 local players? You don't have to, but they sure would like you to do so. Do you like clunky
interfaces? I do not. And in the end it also has the crappiest gameplay. I'm sorry I cannot refund it, but I sure can have it
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removed from my account.. I highly recommend Trap House. Being able to change the length of time for each round is a
fantastic option. I also like to be able to customize my character.. Edit: Certain people seem clueless to the fact that a game
needs to have good single player if it doesn't have online multiplayer. This game's single player is horrible and is not worth the
price of the game at all. I wasn't looking for a game to play with friends. I was looking into a game that plays well single player.
And the fact they need you to sign in to your steam account to prove you have the game to play with other people. That's beyond
stupid. This game is bad unless you live in a condensed neighborhood where all your friends live within 4 miles of you. Then
you might MIGHT get some enjoyment out of this game. Go get better versions of this game. This is a common genre on Steam
and I suggest you look into better ones. Without online multiplayer this game has you rely on hooking up gamepads and playing
with local friends. Not to mention it forces you to create/sync up a steam account. Which can be good but without an online
mode this seems rather pointless other than character looks. Main issues is that it's not very user friendly and what if you don't
have any local friends? Well you have the AI but that does get boring quick. I'd not recommend it until some sort of online
feature is implemented.. Edit: Certain people seem clueless to the fact that a game needs to have good single player if it doesn't
have online multiplayer. This game's single player is horrible and is not worth the price of the game at all. I wasn't looking for a
game to play with friends. I was looking into a game that plays well single player. And the fact they need you to sign in to your
steam account to prove you have the game to play with other people. That's beyond stupid. This game is bad unless you live in a
condensed neighborhood where all your friends live within 4 miles of you. Then you might MIGHT get some enjoyment out of
this game. Go get better versions of this game. This is a common genre on Steam and I suggest you look into better ones.
Without online multiplayer this game has you rely on hooking up gamepads and playing with local friends. Not to mention it
forces you to create/sync up a steam account. Which can be good but without an online mode this seems rather pointless other
than character looks. Main issues is that it's not very user friendly and what if you don't have any local friends? Well you have
the AI but that does get boring quick. I'd not recommend it until some sort of online feature is implemented.. This is a really
great game! Super addictive and fun! Murderball is probably the best one.. Fun game, not overly complicated. All of the game
modes are creative. A lot of potential both on the dev side and community side.. This is a really great game! Super addictive and
fun! Murderball is probably the best one.. I highly recommend Trap House. Being able to change the length of time for each
round is a fantastic option. I also like to be able to customize my character.. Fun game, not overly complicated. All of the game
modes are creative. A lot of potential both on the dev side and community side.. Do you like to be forced to make a random
account in order to play a steam game? You cannot play if you do not. And how about making accounts for all the 8 local
players? You don't have to, but they sure would like you to do so. Do you like clunky interfaces? I do not. And in the end it also
has the crappiest gameplay. I'm sorry I cannot refund it, but I sure can have it removed from my account.
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